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Observations of the ultraviolet and x-ray brightness profiles and cooling rates of Kr and Ar
in magnetically confined fusion plasmas
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The spatial brightness profiles of Ar and Kr ions have been measured during a set of experiments in which
these gases were puffed into FTU~Frascati Tokamak Upgrade! and Alcator C-Mod tokamak plasmas. These
profiles were measured by spatially scanning photometrically calibrated vuv and x-ray spectrometers covering
3 to 1700 Å on a shot to shot basis. Several simulations of these profiles were performed using the multiple
ionization state transport~MIST! code to validate the atomic physics rates used to determine the charge state
distribution in the plasmas. A comparison of two sets of atomic physics rates was made. The chosen rates were
the original rates inMIST and the more accurate ionization/recombination rate coefficients from theHULLAC

atomic code and the current compilations by Mazzotta. The simulations with the more accurate rates could
correctly predict the brightness profiles. The simulations with the older rates adequately predicted the Ar
brightness profiles but did not accurately predict those of Kr. The inclusion of the excitation autoionization
rates which were absent from theMIST code had the most profound effect on the simulated charge state
distributions.

PACS number~s!: 52.55.Fa, 52.25.Jm, 52.25.Fi, 52.65.2y
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I. INTRODUCTION

Future magnetically confined fusion~MCF! devices will
have severe heat loads and particle fluxes on both the a
tiles surrounding the core of the tokamak plasma and on
strike plates in the divertor region. Particles escape
plasma since they are trapped only for the plasma par
confinement time, or they are channeled along the last clo
flux surface onto the divertor strike plates. Also, the h
from the fusion plasma is conducted and convected thro
the entire scrape-off layer to the strike plates. To withsta
this harsh environment, the plasma facing tiles will need
be composed of high-Z refractory materials such as Mo (Z
542) and/or W (Z574). In the MCF device the high-Z tiles
have a predicted lifetime 300 times longer@1# than those
made of carbon or beryllium. Unfortunately, even tiles co
posed of either Mo or W can be sputtered to an unaccept
degree, and their lifetime could be too short for their effe
tive use in a reactor. Also, significant levels@nz(0)/ne(0)
;1024# of these sputtered high-Z impurities could present a
radiation problem since these elements are not fully strip
even at 10 keV@2,3#. This radiation could have deleteriou
effects on the fusion plasma by lowering the core tempe
ture and degrading the energy confinement.

To reduce the localized heat flux onto the divertor pla
and to distribute it evenly, a radiating mantle can be crea
near the last closed flux surface and/or in the divertor reg
The edge plasma in this ‘‘radiative divertor’’scenario will b
cooled by puffing a controlled amount of gas into either
PRE 611063-651X/2000/61~3!/3042~11!/$15.00
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plasma edge or the divertor. The plasma particles will coll
with the puffed gas particles in this cooler region and los
significant fraction of their kinetic energy. Therefore, the t
sputtering by the particles is reduced since the sputte
yield significantly decreases with decreasing particle ene
@4#. The energy is radiated into 4p steradians instead of be
ing directed to the plates. The coolant gases He, Ne, Ar,
Kr, have been puffed into DIII-D tokamak plasmas in S
Diego for radiative divertor studies@5#. Ar, Kr, Ne, and N2
have been puffed into the Alcator C-Mod tokamak plasm
with L and H-mode confinement@6# to produce ‘‘detached’’
divertors. Neon puffs were introduced into TEXTOR pla
mas to determine the compatibility of high-Z armor tiles and
a plasma having radiative improved-mode~RI-mode! con-
finement @7# with high ICRF power. JET has also exper
mented with detached divertor operation@8#.

The spatial locations of the radiation for each coolant g
must be determined in order for them to be used effectiv
as a coolant. To determine the regions of cooling, the cha
state distribution~CSD! and the cooling rate curve must b
known. The CSD can be predicted using a plasma trans
code with correct atomic physics rates and known anoma
plasma transport coefficients. The cooling rate curve can
calculated using an atomic physics package such as the
brew University Lawrence Livermore Atomic Code~HUL-

LAC! @9,10,11#. To test the ionization/recombination atom
physics rates used in the CSD calculations for a coro
plasma~no transport!, the spatial brightness profiles of tw
coolant gases, Ar and Kr, have been measured in FTU
Alcator C-Mod tokamak plasmas and simulated with t
3042 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Side profile of FTU tokamak.
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multiple ionization state transport~MIST! code @12#. The
ionization/recombination physics rates that were presen
theMIST code were found to simulate the profiles reasona
well for Ar; the rates for Kr were found to be inadequate f
the simulations. Agreement between the measured and s
lated charge state distribution for Kr and better agreemen
Ar was only possible with ionization/recombination rat
computed fromHULLAC and the rates from Mazzotta. Thes
rates were calculated by usingHULLAC and taken from the
compilation of Mazzotta @13#. The inclusion of the
excitation-autoionization~EA! processes had the most si
nificant effect on the CSD since this ionization channel w
absent in the originalMIST atomic rates. The dielectroni
recombination rate fromHULLAC and Mazzotta differ from
what was inMIST on average by;50%. The new rates sig
nificantly shifted the CSD. A similar conclusion was reach
by Riceet al. in their paper on molybdenum impurities ob
served in the Alcator C-Mod tokamak plasmas@14#. Two
cooling curves are also compared in this work. The first w
generated fromADPAK by Post@15#. The second was calcu
lated from theHULLAC atomic data package and the ne
CSD. TheHULLAC cooling curves could correctly predict th
radiation from the plasma. TheADPAK cooling curves for Ar

FIG. 2. Temperature and density profiles in FTU tokamak pl
mas.
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and Kr did not satisfactorily simulate the emissivities fro
the bolometery.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. FTU

During these experiments the FTU Tokamak~Fig. 1! op-
erated with a plasma current,I p , of 0.5 MA, a toroidal mag-
netic field,BT , of 5.9 T, and an Ohmic input power,POh, of
; 1 MW. The plasma was circular with a major radius of 9
cm and a minor radius of 30 cm with a working gas
hydrogen. FTU has no divertor configuration. The argon
puffing experiments had a central electron temperature,Te0 ,
of 2.9 keV, and central electron density,ne0 , of 6.8
31013particles/cm3. The krypton gas puffing experiment
had aTe0 of 1.7 keV and anne0 of 7.731013particles/cm3.
The density and temperature profiles are shown in Fig
The lower electron temperature during the Kr experime
resulted from the higher cooling properties of Kr. The ele
tron temperature was measured with Thomson scatter
and the electron density was determined with the far infra
radiation~FIR! laser or the ‘‘DCN’’ interferometer@16#.

- FIG. 3. Time history of Ar141 line at 221.15 Å during a gas
puff.
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FIG. 4. Kr spectrum from GRITS between 70 and 130 Å.
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Argon and krypton were puffed into the tokamak plasm
at the beginning of the steady state portion of the plasmt
50.5 s). The gas was introduced by opening a piezoelec
valve for 2–3 ms. The gas entered the plasma immedia
after the puff. The concentration increased until a ste
state condition existed in the plasma. For Ar the gas conc
tration stabilized between 1.3 and 1.5 s. The Kr accumu
tion in the plasma reached a steady state plateau slig
earlier between 1.2 and 1.4 s. This can be seen in time
tory of the Ar141 line at 221.15 Å~Fig. 3!. The spatial bright-
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ness profiles presented for both Ar and Kr are taken dur
the plateau of the gas puff.

Two photometrically calibrated spectrometers measu
the Ar and Kr spectrum and the spatial brightness profiles
the 10 to 1700 Å region. The XUV spectrograph@the grazing
incidence time resolving spectrometer~GRITS!# was a 1 m
Rowland circle, grazing incidence~at 2°! system with a 1200
groove/mm gold coated grating@17,18#. The detector con-
sisted of a microchannel plate-phosphor-reticon@19#. The
wavelength coverage was 10–350 Å with;60 Å covered by
FIG. 5. Kr spectrum from SPRED between 100 and 300 Å.
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FIG. 6. Experimental and modeled spatial brightness profiles of the Ar61, Ar71, Ar101, and Ar111 lines ~FTU!. Plotted are the original
ionization balance~dashed lines! and theHULLAC/Mazzotta ionization balance~solid lines! which includes DR and EA processes.
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the detector during each discharge. This instrument was p
tometrically calibrated using the SURF II synchrotron fac
ity at the National Bureau of Standards and Technolo
~NIST! in August 1997. The error on the photometric ca
bration was620%.

The vuv spectrometer was a survey, poor resolution,
tended domain spectrometer~SPRED! @20#. The longer
wavelength grating had 290 groove/mm and covered
200–1700 Å range in each plasma. The shorter wavelen
grating had 2100 groove/mm, and the wavelength cover
was nominally 100–300 Å. The SPRED calibration was
rectly transferred from the GRITS in the shorter waveleng
and extended to the longer wavelengths by the line r
technique@21#. The error on the calibration was635% at
300 Å and was roughly a factor of 2 at 1000 Å.

Both spectrometers could be positioned on a shot to s
basis to view the plasma from a minor radius of 0 to;25
cm. This spatial range covered the majority of the interest
emission in the plasma. The Kr and Ar spectra at differ
lines of sight were obtained during a series of similar pl
mas. Sample Kr spectra are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 from
GRITS and the SPRED measured along a central line
sight. From these spectra the spatial brightness profiles o
major radiating charge states were obtained. The Ar and
emission lines of interest are summarized in Table I.

The measurement of each spatial brightness profile
quired gas to be puffed into;10 consecutive plasmas. Th
walls of FTU were cooled to;150 K by liquid nitrogen for
impurity control and became loaded with the puffed gas a
several plasmas. The residual amount of the puffed gas c
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be seen on the spectrograph signals~Fig. 3!. The background
emission from each line was obtained att50.45 s, just prior
to the gas puff, and was subtracted from that measured
ing the puff in order to obtain the line brightness for th
profiles. The residual gas did not affect the spatial brightn
profile measurements. The measured profiles~shown as
points! are presented in Figs. 6–8 for Ar61 ~Mg-like! to
Ar171 ~H-like! and Figs. 9 and 10 for Kr171 ~K-like! to Kr251

~Na-like! with the simulations from the atomic physic
model ~lines!. The brightness profile of the Kr81 ~Ni-like!
line was significantly blended with the Mo311 ~Na-like! line
and could not be used to obtain an accurate profile. T
modeling is explained in the following section. The err
bars on the experimental points are the uncertainties on
absolute photometric calibration of each line and not the s
to shot uncertainties.

The anomalous impurity particle transport was det
mined from trace laser blowoff~LBO! injections into the
plasma@22# and from visible bremsstrahlung emission@23#.
This method was an independent estimation of the part
transport since it did not dependent upon the measurem
from the spectrometers. Therefore, the only unknown in
simulations was the ionization/recombination rates. The
purity confinement time,tp , can be determined from th
exponential time decay of an impurity emission line that w
introduced during the LBO injection. This confinement tim
is related to the particle diffusion,Dp , in the core of the
plasma:

tp5S a2

Dpk2D for Vc~r !50 at r 50.
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TABLE I. Kr and Ar lines of interest in FTU tokamak gas puff experiments.

Ionization
state

Isoelectronic
sequence Wavelength Transition

Ar61 Mg-like 585.75 Å 2p63s2-2p63s3p(1S021P1)
Ar71 Na-like 700.24 Å 2p63s-2p63p(1S1/22

2P3/2)
Ar71 Na-like 713.812 Å 2p63s-2p63p(1S1/22

2P1/2)
Ar101 O-like 188.82 Å 2s22p4-2s2p5(3P223P2)
Ar111 N-like 215.49 Å 2s22p4-2s2p3(4S24P)
Ar111 N-like 218.29 Å 2s22p4-2s2p3(4S24P)
Ar121 C-like 210.46 Å 2s22p2-2s2p3(3P23P)
Ar131 B-like 187.95 Å 2s22p-2s2p2(2P22P)
Ar131 B-like 194.39 Å 2s22p-2s2p2(2P22S)
Ar141 Be-like 221.15 Å 1s22s2-1s22s2p(1S021P1)
Ar151 Li-like 353.92 Å 1s22s-1s2p(1S1/22

2P3/2)
Ar151 Li-like 389.15 Å 1s22s-1s2p(1S1/22

2P1/2)
Ar161 He-like 3.94928 Å 1s2-1s2p(1S121P1)
Ar171 H-like 3.737 Å 1s-2p(2S1/22

2P3/2)
Kr81 Ni-like 117.7 Å 3d10-3d94p(1S23P)
Kr171 K-like 92.211 Å 3p63d-3p53d2(2D3/22

2D3/2)
Kr171 K-like 93.349 Å 3p63d-3p53d2(2D5/22

2D5/2)
Kr171 K-like 99.330 Å 3p63d-3p53d2(2D5/22

2F7/2)
Kr171 K-like 102.001 3p63d-3p53d2(2D3/22

2F5/2)
Kr181 Ar-like 96.26 Å 3p6-3p53d(1S021P1)
Kr181 Ar-like 118.672 Å 3p6-3p53d(1S023D1)
Kr191 Cl-like 99.156 Å 3p53p43d(2P3/22

2D5/2)
Kr201 S-like 103.26 Å 3p4-3p33d(3P221F3)
Kr201 S-like 107.17 Å 3p4-3p33d(3P222P2)
Kr211 P-like 108.36 Å 3p3-3p23d(2D5/22

2F7/2)
Kr221 Si-like 124.32 Å 3s23p2-3s23p3d(3P123P2)
Kr221 Si-like 130.70 Å 3s23p2-3s23p3d(1D223D3)
Kr231 Al-like 131.795 Å 3s23p-3s23d(2P3/22

2D5/2)
Kr241 Mg-like 158.183 Å 2p63s2-2p63s3p(1S021P1)
Kr251 Na-like 178.990 Å 2p63s-2p63p(1S1/22

2P3/2)
Kr251 Na-like 220.057 Å 2p63s-2p63p(1S1/22

2P1/2)
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The variablesa andk are the minor radius and the first ze
of the zeroth-order Bessel function~;2.405!, respectively.
Vc(r ) is the convective velocity in the plasma. The reson
2s2-2s2p Be-like transitions of Ni~117.9 Å! and Fe~132.7
Å! were used to determine fairly accurately the parti
transport in the core plasma. Thetp from these injections
was ;35 ms in ohmically heated FTU tokamak plasma
Therefore particle diffusion was;5000 cm2/s at r 50.

The impurity density profile~Fig. 11! was determined
from inversions of the free-free bremsstrahlung spatial p
files. The bremsstrahlung is related to theZeff . This analysis
assumed that the change in bremsstrahlung emission du
the gas puffs was only produced by the gas. The contribu
to the emission from the intrinsic impurities~mostly molyb-
denum! was subtracted during the analysis. A detailed d
cussion of this analysis can be found in Ref.@24#. The analy-
sis predicts a reasonably flat impurity density~within
experimental error! for radii less than 20 cm. There is n
significant spatial distortion of the global impurity gas de
sity due to the anomalous impurity particle transport. T
implies little convection and a mostly diffusive plasm
Therefore, a flat diffusion profile of 5000 cm2/s ~for r ,25
cm! was used in theMIST code and for the brightness profi
t

.
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ing
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simulations. This method has greater inherent error and
sumptions than the LBO injections and, thus, the transpo
less well known in the intermediate zone (r 515– 25 cm).

B. Alcator C-Mod Tokamak

Alcator C-Mod tokamak operated with very similar p
rameters to FTU tokamak but had a divertor and aD-shaped
plasma cross section. The walls of the tokamak were op
ated at room temperature and did not saturate with the pu
gas as they did in FTU tokamak plasmas. Ar was puffed i
Ohmically heated plasmas withL-mode confinement having
a central electron temperature of;2.7 keV and an centra
electron density of 1.231014particles/cm3. The anomalous
transport on Alcator C-Mod was investigated in detail a
found to be mainly diffusive (D;5000 cm2/s) in Ohmically
heated plasmas withL-mode confinement@25#.

The spatial brightness profiles of Ar were measured us
a set of five spatially scanning von Hamos type x-ray sp
trometers~HIREX! @26#. They used a quartz crystal (2d
56.687 Å) and covered the 2.8–4.0 Å spectral range.
spectra could not be observed since these emission
~6–7 Å! were outside of the spectral range of HIREX. Spe
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FIG. 7. Experimental and modeled spatial brightness profiles of the Ar121, Ar131, Ar141, and Ar151 lines ~FTU!. Plotted are the original
ionization balance~dashed lines! and theHULLAC/Mazzotta ionization balance~solid lines! which includes DR and EA processes.
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tra were collected every 50 ms with 120 mÅ covered duri
each shot. For this analysis the 1s2-1s2p (1S021P1) He-
like line at 3.94928 Å was measured. The HIREX can
spatially scanned to view the entire Alcator C-Mod tokam
plasma on a shot to shot basis. The experiments andMIST

simulations on Alcator C-Mod were very similar to thos
performed at FTU and are not presented here in detail. T
are documented elsewhere@27#.

FIG. 8. Experimental and modeled spatial brightness profiles
the Ar161 line ~Alcator C-Mod! and Ar171 ~FTU!. These figures are
from two different plasmas. Plotted are theHULLAC/Mazzotta ion-
ization balance~solid lines! which includes DR and EA processes
g

e
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III. ATOMIC PHYSICS MODEL AND RATES

The multiple ionization state transport~MIST! @12# code
and a collisional radiative model were used to simulate
CSD and the Kr and Ar brightness profiles in the FTU a
Alcator C-Mod tokamak plasmas.MIST is a one dimensiona
~radial in cylindrical coordinates!, time dependent impurity
transport code which treats the ionization/recombinat
physics and the trace impurity particle transport simul
neously. Inputs intoMIST were the experimentally measure
radial electron temperature profile, electron density pro
~Fig. 2! and the puffed gas concentration.MIST was run in the
time independent mode and determined the impurity CSD
the ionized gas in the plasma with a given set of ionizati
recombination rates.

The rates were either the original rates or the rates s
cifically chosen/calculated for these experiments. The or
nal electron ionization rates inMIST included direct impact
~DI! ionization computed using the formula of Lotz@28#.
TheMIST code did not include excitation-autoionization~EA!
rates for either krypton or argon. The original recombinati
processes included both radiative recombination~RR! and
dielectronic recombination~DR!, the latter being approxi-
mated by the formulas of Burgess and Mertz@29,30,31#

From the previous experiments by Riceet al. for molyb-
denum@14# in Alcator C-Mod tokamak plasmas the DI an
RR rates inMIST were found to be accurate for predicting th
CSD for Mo, but EA rates had to be added and the DR ra
needed to be changed. Therefore, the DI and RR rates fo

f
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FIG. 9. Experimental and modeled spatial brightness profiles of the Kr171, Kr181, Kr191, Kr241, and Kr251 emission lines~FTU!. Plotted
are the original ionization balance~dashed lines! and new ionization balance~solid lines! which includes DR and EA processes.
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and Ar in MIST were used for all the present simulations. T
obtain accurate excitation-autoionization and dielectronic
combination rates for krypton and argon@32#, ab initio cal-
culations were performed by using the atomic physics pa
ageHULLAC or were taken from the compilation of Mazzott
The excitation-autoionization rates for Kr201-Kr251 and
Ar11-Ar161 were provided byHULLAC. The DR rates for
Ar11-Ar171 were those given by Mazzotta. Excitation
autoionization rates calculated by Mitnik withHULLAC @33#
were also included for the Kr71 ~Cu-like! -Kr01 ~Kr-like!
ions.

A collisional radiative~CR! model determined the inten
sities from each Ar and Kr line of interest. Collisional exc
tation rates and photodecay rates provided byHULLAC and
the CSD provided by theMIST codes were incorporated int
the sophisticated collisional radiative model~COLRAD! in
HULLAC for the lines listed in Table I. The emissivity of eac
line was calculated for each radial magnetic flux surface
the circular plasma for FTU and theD-shaped plasma of th
Alcator C-Mod tokamak. The flux surfaces used in theMIST

were on a grid of 50 points betweenr /a50 to 1.1 separated
equally in radius. These emissivities were summed over
line of sight of the spectrometers to produce a synth
brightness of each spectral line. The synthetic brightness
files were constructed by computing the line brightness
each line of sight of the spectrometers~Figs. 6–10!. Two sets
of synthetic brightness profiles were generated. The
based on the CSD computed with the original ionizatio
recombination rates inMIST and the second based on th
-

k-

f

e
ic
o-
r

st
/

CSD computed with the rates fromHULLAC and Mazzotta as
detailed above.

The total radative losses from each impurity were cal
lated from the CR model at each temperature. The radia
loss channels are dominated by spectral line emission.
transitions of several thousand lines including transitions
tween excited states were included. Also included were
radiation channels of bremsstrahlung, radiative recomb
tion and dielectronic recombination. Summing all the rad
tion channels produced a radiative cooling rate curve. O
must understand that the CR model utilized the CSD de
mined from the rates generated byHULLAC. The CSD was
confirmed by the experimental spatial brightness profil
Therefore, the atomic physics rates in the cooling cur
were significantly constrained by experiment. The dire
comparisons between the bolometric spatial profiles and
radiative cooling curves confirm the validity of theHULLAC

calculations.

IV. SPATIAL PROFILES

For Ar the spatial brightness profile simulations with t
original rates and with the more accurateHULLAC and Maz-
zotta rates are compared with the experimentally measu
points for Ar61, Ar71, Ar101, and Ar111 in Fig. 6 ~FTU!, for
Ar121, Ar131, Ar141, and Ar151 in Fig. 7 ~FTU! and for
Ar161 ~C-Mod! and Ar171 ~FTU! in Fig. 8. The simulated
brightness profiles using the more accurate~solid
lines: HULLAC and Mazzotta! atomic rates predicted th
measured radial brightness profiles slightly better than
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FIG. 10. Experimental and modeled spatial brightness profile of the Kr201, Kr211, Kr221, and Kr231 emission lines~FTU!. Plotted are the
original ionization balance~dashed lines! and new ionization balance~solid lines! which includes DR and EA processes.
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simulations using the older physics rates~dashed lines!. The
weaker emission from Ar101, Ar111, and Ar131 lines made
the comparison more difficult. The x-ray line measured
the Alcator C-Mod tokamak also showed good agreem
between the experiment and the simulations. The differen
between the two models of the He like lines were trivi
Only the HULLAC/Mazzotta model is show in Fig. 8. Th
more accurateHULLAC/Mazzotta atomic physics rates for A
did not significantly alter the CSD or the simulated spa
brightness profiles since Ar is a reasonably understood loZ
element and fairly straightforward to model. The derived
impurity density was; 0.003ne0 (1.931011particles/cm3)
in FTU. The Ar density in Alcator C-Mod tokamak wa
;0.002ne0 (2.931011particles/cm3).

FIG. 11. Argon impurity density profile derived from visibl
bremsstrahlung.
nt
es
.

l

r

The effect of the different atomic physics rates upon
simulations for Kr were much more significant than for tho
of argon. This can be seen in Fig. 9 for Kr171, Kr181, Kr191,
Kr241, and Kr251 and Fig. 10 for Kr201, Kr211, Kr221, and
Kr231. The simulations with the original atomic physics rat
in MIST were inadequate to predict the experiment. The sim
lations which included theHULLAC rates more accurately
predicted the measured brightness profiles although s
discrepancies do exist. One must note that only a selecte
of the HULLAC rates were included. TheHULLAC rates pro-
vide a significant improvement over the existing rates. T
improvement is especially true for the Kr241 and Kr251 ion-
ization states. The old rates would predict a significa
(;23) enhancement in the abundances of these cha
states with respect to the abundances of Kr171 and Kr181.
Using the resonant lines of Kr241 and Kr251, the Kr density
in the plasma was predicted to be;0.0006 ne0 (4.6
31010particles/cm3) with the HULLAC CSD and
;0.0012 ne0 (9.231010particles/cm3) with the original
CSD. With the simultaneous measurement of the majority
the charge states in the plasma, the CSD of Kr~and Ar! can
be considered to be well constrained. No serious discrep
cies existed between theHULLAC simulation and the experi
ment. The CSD created with the original rates inMIST is
shown with the CSD created with theHULLAC rates in Fig.
12.

The major correction to the ionization/recombination ra
in the MIST was the inclusion of the EA rates. The sam
conclusion was reached by Riceet al. for molybdenum@14#.
Therefore, the EA rates for high-Z impurities must be in-
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FIG. 12. CSD of Kr with the original rate in theMIST and the up to data rates in theMIST.
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cluded when calculating the CSD in a tokamak plasm
Without these rates the CSD will not be correct. If the E
rates were not included, agreement between the simula
and the experiment could only be obtained by adjusting
anomalous transport. This would alter the relative abunda
of the charge states. The resulting impurity density would
assumed to be~incorrectly! hollow with an outward flux. The
radiative cooling predictions would also be incorrect.

V. COOLING RATE CURVES

Cooling curves for both Kr and Ar were computed usi
the HULLAC code and theADPAK atomic data package. Th
predicted radiation from these two curves was compa
with the emissivity profiles measured by the bolometery. T
Ar cooling curve has been discussed thoroughly in Ref.@30#.
Therefore, only the results for Kr are presented here.
emissivity profiles of a sample ohmically heated FTU tok
mak plasma into which Kr was puffed is presented in F
13. The input power was;1000 kW from the Ohmic
heating coils. The krypton density was;4.7
31010particles/cm3 as determined from the spectromete
and theMIST transport code. TheTe0 was 1.1 keV, and the
ne0 was 1.8431014particles/cm3. Spectroscopy indicated
that as the radiation from krypton increased during the
puff, the radiation from the intrinsic impurities significant
decreased~by ; factor of 10!. Therefore, most of the impu
rity radiation that was measured by the bolometers was e
ted from Kr ions. The emissivities were simulated with fo
radiative cooling curves: three fromHULLAC @34# and one
from ADPAK by Post. Two of theHULLAC cooling curves
.
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were at ionization equilibrium~no transport! and included
different CSD’s: one was the older CSD originally inMIST

and other was created by using theHULLAC rates. The third
HULLAC cooling curve included theHULLAC CSD with a dif-
fusion of 5000 cm2/s. To produce emissivities from thes
cooling curves, one needs the impurity density profile fro
the MIST transport code and the measured electron den

FIG. 13. Comparison of the measured emissivity profile fro
krypton from bolometery with the calculated emissivity profil
from the HULLAC and theADPAK cooling curves. ThreeHULLAC

curves, one with the old CSD at ionization equilibrium, one w
the new CSD at ionization equilibrium, and one with the new CS
and aD55000 cm2/s ~with EA and DR rates!, show the shift in the
cooling to lower temperatures with the correct CSD.
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and electron temperature profiles.
The Kr emissivity from theHULLAC cooling curve with

the HULLAC CSD was in good agreement with the bolom
etery profile. TheHULLAC cooling curve with the older CSD
yielded a much poorer agreement with the bolometery. W
the older CSD the predicted radiation from the core (r /a
,0.5) of the plasma was too large. This confirms the n
for a correct CSD in the cooling curve calculations. T
HULLAC CSD had a significant effect on the cooling cur
and shifted the bulk of the radiation to lower temperatu
since the maximum abundance of the radiators now occu
lower temperatures@35#.

The major discrepancy between the bolometery and
HULLAC cooling curve simulations occurs at;16 cm. The
simulated radiation under predicts the radiation here
leaves a small gap. There are three possible explanation
this: particle transport, significant radiation from another i
purity or a problem with the bolometric measurements. P
ticle transport can shift or spread the CSD in radius. T
could blur and fill in the gaps in the predicted emissiv
profile. However, including the transport in the calculatio
does not account for the small gap as can be seen in Fig
Furthermore, the simulated profile with no transport does
significantly differ from the profile that included a diffusio
of 5000 cm2/s in the CSD. This is similar to the conclusion
a previous work in which the anomalous particle transp
was not found to effect significantly the emissivities pr
dicted by theHULLAC cooling curve@36#. The major low-Z
impurity present in FTU is oxygen. Simulations using t
ADPAK oxygen cooling curve do not account for the missi
radiation., The oxygen radiation peaks near the edge~20–25
cm!. The most likely explanation for the discrepancy is
problem with the bolometric data. The bolometer has a s
tial resolution of;2 cm. This is too coarse to resolve fin
details within the spatial extent of the discrepancy which
; 3 cm. Also, the bolometric emissivities are produced fro
an inversion of line integrated measurements using Zern
polynomials. The process used Zernicke polynomials of l
order (K53) and could not yield the detailed radial fin
structure predicted by the simulations.

The cooling curve calculated byADPAK did not correctly
predict the measured emissivities. This cooling rate curve
not explicitly include any ionization balance calculations, b
instead assumed the presence of a single fictitious ‘‘ave
ion,’’ although ionization/recombination rates~the original
ones in theMIST! were used to calculated the average io
This average ion model assumed a singleZ at a give tem-
perature which is not very physical. This method also did
use a collisional radiative model. Instead, transitions betw
average levels were used to calculate the line radiation.
timates for the bremsstrahlung, and recombination proce
r.
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were included. For this plasma, the emissivity profile calc
lated with theADPAK model cooling curve significantly over
estimated the radiated power from krypton. The predic
emissivity from the core (r /a,0.3) was very similar to that
predicted by theHULLAC cooling curve with the original
CSD in MIST. This implies a problem with the ionization
recombination rates. Much more power was radiated fr
the middle section of the plasma (0.6.r /a.0.3) than was
observed. In the outer third of the plasma, theADPAK model
was completely inadequate to describe the radiation patte
Therefore, this model could not be used to predict correc
the radiated power from krypton.

VI. CONCLUSION

Kr and Ar have been puffed into FTU and Alcator C-Mo
tokamak plasmas. Both theL and M-shell spectrum have
been measured by photometrically calibrated spectrome
in the 3–1700 Å region. The spatial brightness profiles
this emission and bolometery emissivities have been
tained in a set of similar plasmas to validate ionizatio
recombination/excitation atomic physics rates used to de
mine the CSD and the cooling rate curve in a tokam
plasma. The atomic physics rates chosen for this work
clude EA, DR, collisional excitation and radiative dec
rates computedab initio by the HULLAC atomic code and
from the compilation of Mazzotta. These rates were inp
into theMIST impurity transport code to simulate the spat
brightness profiles. These profiles with the more accur
physics rates are in good agreement with the experim
The predictions using the original rates in theMIST were
adequate to simulate Ar but inadequate for Kr. The inclus
of the EA in theMIST produced the most significant improve
ment in the simulations. These atomic physics rates and C
are significantly constrained since the majority of the Kr a
Ar charge states are measured. The emissivities derived f
the cooling rate curves fromADPAK andHULLAC were com-
pared with those from bolometery. TheHULLAC curves simu-
late the emissivities fairly well. The simulations from th
ADPAK cooling curves were not satisfactory and over es
mated the radiation.
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